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CLEANING GUIDELINES - Commercial - Daily 

TO KEEP YOUR FLOORS SLIP RESISTANT AFTER APPLICATION, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THEY 
ARE CLEANED THOROUGHLY, OBSERVING THE FOLLOWING:  

1. Clean the floor with Wax and Grease remover (degreaser SlipStop S085) to 
remove heavy build-up and contamination. Dilute in hot water at 1:50. Apply 
with a mop on the surface.  

2. Scrub the floor using a scrubbing brush, mechanical or manual.  
3. Vacuum or mop up liquid off the floor once scrubbing is complete. 

4. Once you have degreased the floor, using a different mop, apply (S055 Green 
Cleaner) dilute 1:50 in hot water to neutralise the wax and grease remover 
effects immediately after.  

5. Mop up the green cleaner with a clean mop or vacuum.  

Do not’s 

DO NOT use an abrasive pad. This could damage your floor.  

DO NOT use the same mop or scrubbing brush for both processes otherwise; 

you risk re-spreading the same “wax and grease” back onto the clean floor.  

DO NOT use a powdered detergent – it will leave a calcite film on the surface 
of your floor. 

DO NOT Polish or seal over your floor. This will stop the treatment from being 
effective 

Never use a cleaner that leaves a film on your floor. Avoid cleaners containing 
sodium hydroxide or cleaners containing alkaline content. Mild organic 
cleaners are preferable. 

 

If you have any questions or queries on maintenance, email 
info@slipsafe.co.nzr at a ratio of 1:100 (one part S055 to 100 parts hot water)  

Using a mop, generously apply to mixture to the treated area. 
Thoroughly scrub the floor using a deck brush or equivalent (mechanical scrubber for best result) Vacuum or mop up with 
clean mop & water only.  

IT IS RECOMMENDED TO USE T WATER 1:35  


